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ABSTRACT 

The Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées was funded in 1747. It is one of the world’s oldest 
engineering institutes. Since 1825, Ecole des Ponts has welcomed many Brazilian students, corresponding 
to the 5th largest number of foreign students until 1851. During the second part of 19th century, 27 
Brazilian students entered the school but during the first half of the 20th century, the flux dramatically 
decreased. Again, during the eighties, a regular flux of Brazilian students entered the Ecole des Ponts, 
particularly for doing a PhD in Environmental Sciences by starting a DEA degree (Diplôme d’études 
approfondies). Those students mainly studied Hydrology and Water management. One of the main 
concerns was the French Water Agency model. During this period, an increasing development of 
Research occurred in the Brazilian Universities. Simultaneously, a long-term policy supported post-
graduation in foreign countries by good level grants. Back in Brazil, these Doctors remained in contact 
with their colleagues in Ecole des Ponts, and gradually research and internship programs have been built 
in the two countries. In 2002, BRAFITEC (BRAsil France Ingénieurs TEChnologie) started as a bilateral 
program for engineer formation supported by Brazilian Government (CAPES, Coordenação de 
Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de nivel Superior, Ministerio da educação) et French Government (Ministère 
des affaires étrangères, MAE ; Ministère de l'éducation nationale, de l'enseignement supérieur et de la 
recherche, MENESR, Direction des Relations Européennes et Internationales et de la Coopération, 
DREIC). Recently, the Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, called now Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, 
has signed double degree agreements with the UFMG civil engineering school and with EP-USP. 
Following a pioneer period, these double-degree programmes highlight the consistency and the reliability 
of the partnerships between Ecole des Ponts and these 2 Brazilian Universities. 


